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Fig.1 - Schematic Linatron layout

A recycled linac is just a transformer stepping
up in voltage the power transferred to the load I c •

where Ii = injection current assumed accelerated
without loss, t i = injection time of the injection
pulse front, U(t) = step function; Td = dead time.

- synchronous phase: sec If s = eVp/ AEs ( 12)

Vp(t,Ii ) = VO(t) - Vi(t,Ii ) (13)
where Vp is the crest value of the accelerating vol
tage in the recycled waveguide, VO its no-load value
and Vi its beam-load drop;

relative be,load drop: ! = V~/vk = IcRcI~ =

= Ic(rL/Po) f 1(g) (14)
- output mean power: Pbm = IiEbD~e =

= Dt,IcVp(n'+ri)/n'secfs ~ ~IcVpk (15)

- power transfer efficiency: ~ = Pbm/DrPr ~

C! (Db/Dr)(Po/Pr )( 1 - ~) ~ f 2(g) (16)

- relative voltage yield: 5 = Ec/DrPr ( 17)
where Vk are the stationary values of the voltages;
L, r, Rb the length, shunt impedance, 'beam resis
tance' of the guide, and ~ the fraction of Po it dis
sipates at no load; Db = DrTbfTr the beam duty cy
cle; Pr the output pulse power of the RF generator.
In the following we assume to use traveling-wave,
constant field guides, with filling time Tf = f 3(g) ,
and to inject with ti = Tf (Fig.2).

The intensity limit of a recycled linac, set by
the phase ~amics, can be raised with a beam-load
compensation to the efficiency level of straightfor
ward linacs, allowing full exploitation of its nar
row spectrum and high voltage yield.

Abstract

The acceleration scheme that we c~ll for short
Linatron (Fig.1), long since proposed1) and at pres
ent inves~igated for actual construction by a few
groups2-4J, may be treated as a split-magnet micro
tron which happens to use a waveguide for accelera
tion, or as a linac recycled on a variable-harmonic
-number pattern after external injection. The for
mer standpoint has been usually adopted, with empha
sis on geometry and spatial focusing, while no sys
tematic attention has been paid to the latter point
of view, i.e. the interplay between phase focusing
and load characteristics of the linac, upon which
the intensity and beam quality are predicated.

1. General considerations

The linatron design is ruled by the following
equations, where the geometry relates to the refer
ence path, the injection parameters to the first en
trance in the recycled waveguide, and times are com
puted from the front of its input RF pulse (of power
Po,length Tr,duty cycle Dr,wavelength >.., c/f):

- harmonic number: Nn "" No + nN ( 1)
- differential harmonic number: N = 2"TT6R/.>t (2)
- basic harmonic number: No "" 2lr.l~ + Nri (3)
- synchronous gain: ~Es = N~ ecB/211 (4)

(in MeV, T, GHz: l1Es/B = 14.3 N/f)
- injection ratio and transverse clearance:

ri = Eia/ ilEa = 21TR1/NA - 1 (5)
orbit filling time: Tn = (n/f)[No + ~n+1)N] (6)

- output energy: ~ = (n'+ri).A Es = ecBRn' (1)
- nominal diameter: dj,1 = 2Rn, = (n'+ri)NA/1l' (8)
where n = orbit number, n' = total number of orbits,
R = orbit radius, AR = ~+1- ~, 1M = distance of
the recycle magnets, B = their constant uniform
field, Eis = total injection energy for 'synchronism';

- load current: Ie = n' Ii n' (9)
- load-pulse front: let) = Ii ~1 U(t-ti-Tn-1) (10)

I
- pulse length: Tb = Tr- Td with Td = t i + Tn '_1 (11)
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2. Phase dynamios and longi.tudinal acceptanoe.

Fig.2 - Pulse shapes and time relationships
(Ib= output current; vertical scales not correlat
ed: indeed Po »pt, I b = Ii = Ic/n')

As AEs ac: B is stabler than Vp by two orders of
magnitude, we m~ take sec ep s ce Vp and deal only wi th
the variation of Vp , which changes during ~. both for
the jitter of Po and the time evolution of V1

; this
rises along a S-shaped curve to reach its stationary
value at the time ti+Tn'_1+Tf (Fig.2), under the hy
pothesis that Ii keeps being accepted - the only case
to consider as the acceptance to be found must be va!
id for the whole Tb • With Po constant, for a given
value of Ie' i.e. of~, the function Vp(t) is given
and a set of buckets m~ be computed for all the suc
cessive values of t e , referred as a whole to sec tpso'·
:: eVpklA Es • The injection current is accepted only
in the region where all these buckets overlap, here
called "beam-loaded bucket for If so and ~ ", which
gets smaller as ~ increases and/or f so goes farther
from its optimum. A set of beam-loaded buckets m~
now be computed for the same J and all the values
taken by CP so for the Po jitter, i.e. throughout the
stability bin of Vpk: the longitUdinal acceptance
is the region where all these last buckets overlap,
and is of course smaller if the beam-loaded buckets

as the 'f s range widens. For r i oJ 1 we found indeed
that at N=1 admissible injection tolerances are con
sistent with sec fs variations of a few percent in
the range N 1.01 46 sec "S 6f AJ 1.10, while at N=2 the
buckets are much smaller and offer an acceptance only
for too critical conditions of injection and accel
eration.

This is a more severe restriction than the one
suggested by the usual treatment of the microtron
phase stability'), where the electrons are supposed
to execute small fixed-amplitude phase oscillations
about Cf s' following it adiabatically throughout the
range which offers stable solutions to such dynamics
(32 .50 at N= 1) • Actually, no reliable information
on the linatron acceptance and tolerances can be gat!
ered this ~, because the situation is quite diffe~

ent: the electrons enter the recycle pattern with
large initial deviations from 'synchronism', increas
ing .or decreasing irregularly from orbit to orbit as
they undergo n ~ n ' voltage-gain errors roughly alte!:
nate in sign, and lose themselves against the exist
ing slits if their energy deviation gets too large.
What happens can hardly be described in terms of re~

ular 'phase oscillations' as the phase itself is de
fined only at a few discrete intervals of the order
of half period and the parameters change noticeably
within the few periods that exhaust the matter (often
the point f s, Eis falls outside the bucket for If s,
indicating a refusal of small initial deviations).
The boundary of our buckets has nothing to do with
phase-space tEajectories at the limit of acceptabili
ty, but is just the border of a region defined in a1>
solute terms in the f i' Ei plane correspondent to the
range of initial deviations that the phase ~ics
can handle.
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The range of Cf i' E· where the electrons are ac
cepted when Vp and ~Es (hence <Ps) are fixed turns
out to be an irregular region, here called "stable
bucket for eps ", that changes critioally with ep s in
size, shape and position; the acceptance, obviously
limited to the portion of the ep i ,Ei plane common to
all the buckets relative to the <t's range swept dUl'
ing Tb , is smaller than any of them and disappears

By longitudinal acceptance we mean the range of
injection phase fi and injeotion total energy Ei
which enable all the electrons entering the recycled
linac at any time t e between t i and t i +Tb to follow
the n' orbits through the slits imposed by the spa
tial focusing system for any value of the accelera
tion parameters within their stability bin. It has
been oomputed numerically, following in their oourse
the electrons injected at the various points of the
'fi' Ei plane with full account taken of the time evo
lution of the linac fields (in phase and value, reck
oning with the guide temperature) and of the devia
tions from norm in the ooasting path (velocity lower
than c at injection, radiation loss, alignment errors,
spati;l focusing and steering), and the conditions
were sought which make it wide enough to accomodate
the energy spread and phase jitter of the injection
system.

With respect to a straightforward linao, besides the
obvious gain in terms of 5 , one m~ expect a much
better performance in terms of power per unit spec
trum width, owing to the narrow bin into which the
output energy is oompressed by the phase focusing,
even at lower values of ~. Of course the advantage
oan be actually reaped only if the machine is made
able to accept a sufficient current.
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are smaller a:nd/or the Ypk bin wider. be designed withequal a:nd quite undemanding stabi
lization.

-10%

4. Injection

Fig.3 - Longitudinal acoeptance in a beam-load
compensated 1-GeV on_sooket linatron soheme for
seo's .. 1.035 :t 0.01, with N",1, No",85 , 6Es '" Ej.s'"
.. 13.5 MeV, n'=75, I c= 62 mA, L '" 4.23 m, tie Tf ..
1.5 ps, 1°C temperature rise at oonsta:nt gradient
along the guide.

-5%

-2%

Notice that Tt need not be shorter tha:n Tf , as
the compensation is not fed baok but programmed.
One may therefore set g '" g', r '" r' and maximize
I c in the expression

i '" IcrLf4(g)/~ '" (L'P'/LPo)*- IcrL'f4(g)/~ (19)

by pl~ing on ! and the ratio L'/L within the limits
allowed to lL '" 1+L' by the spatial focusing. With
the other parameters consta:nt, I c is maximum for
L' - L, a:nd then is the higher the lower!i the op
timum design sets L somewhat higher tha:n tIL' The
attainable yield depends on the available klystron
power, within the limits imposed by the BBU and the
heat dissipation in the acoelerator guide.

o'

The main klystron power must split between the
accelerator guide A.G. and an injector linao 1.L.,
beoause with a reasonable transverse oleara:noe at
N-1 one must set ri ~ 0.85. The injection bin must
be stabilized at the origin within· the longitudinal
acceptance: indeed the longitudinal emitta:nce can
not be adjusted with momentum-defining slits, which
would tra:nslate energy fluctuations into current
fluotuations, because the very size and position of
the acceptance region is predicated on the regular
build-up of I c (with or without compensation).
Therefore the tra:nsport system BlUst be achromatic,
a:nd also isochronous to the extent of containing in
due limits the phase spread associated with the en
ergy bin.

3. Beam-load drop oompensation

For a given stability bin for injeotion and ac
celeration the intensity is thus limited to the range
allowed for t by the size required of the be_loaded
buckets, a range small enough to oall for a guide d_
sign rather ineffioient in power transfer a:nd voltags
yield (at ! IV 5% the beam-loaded buckets are unoom
fortably smaller tha:n those of Fig.3); besides, the
stabilization cannot be much pushed, as one needs a
long Tr • A reasonable intensity however ~ be at
tained if the variation of Yp during the transitory
is reduoed by setting t i < Tf •

To this end we shall add a Trimmer Guide long
L', designed for Yko - (Rb+Rt)Ic a:nd excited at the
proper phase by a RF pulse with a leading edge pro
grammed to yield y,O(t) .. yi(t)+y,i(t) (Fig.2).
The trimmer pulse will be shaped by adding in a magic
tee a fraction 1P' of the output power from the main
guide to the output -if' of a service klystron small
enough to be driven through a fast phase shifter
coupled to a:n attenuator a:nd controlled by a pro
grammed logical circuito). The total accelerating
voltage thus becomes equal to ~ for t i c Tf ~ t ~ Tr
and the main guide may be designed for

, .. ypk!~ c (r'g'L,p'/rgLPo)* - Rblc/~ (18)

This value, being now limited mostly by the service
klystron rating, can be brought up to the levels of
quite efficient straightforward linses without reduc
ing in principle the bucket size. The set of buck
ets defined for constant Po and all t e now yields by
complete overlapping a "load-compensated bucket"
smaller than the stable buckets for sec <f's",evyAEs
only by the extent due to the mismatch of the com
pensating device, thus leaving free to acoommodate
the fluctuation bin most of their overlapping capac
i ty. We found indeed with our work data that oper
ation centered on sec <Is '" 1 .035 at ri N 1 acoommo
dates a '" '4 bin for both ~ a:nd Ei , allowing for
their uncorrelated phase jitter (Fig.3): the injeo
tion a:nd acoeleration power supplies ~ therefore

(0) This compensating device has been suggested by
the staff of the Radiation Division, Vickers Ltd.
(now Radiation Dynamics Ltd.).

In order to exploit the full possibilities of
the linatron scheme one BlUst uncouple the design val
ue of i from the 'f's fluctuation range by compensat
ing the beam-load drop. This is made possible by

the very fact which allo~ computing the beam-loaded
buckets: the waveform y1(t) is strictly defined if
the electrons keep being accepted a:nd build up I c ac
cording to (10), a:nd may therefore be oopied in a
programmed voltage source.
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TABLE 1

Linatron Performance

accelerator ~ P
bm Db spectrum efficiency quality figures

GeV kW % % ~ ~' t E,' ~ ~' PQ
Linatron:

{0.5 25 2.25 0.07 0.20 0.12 2.90 0.11 4.05 2.37 805
one-socket 1 18 1.60 0.04 0.15 0.053 3.66 0.034 8.35 3.03 720

1.36 12 1.07 0.04 0.098 0.027 2.44 0.013 11.05 3.10 320

two-sockets {0.5 50 4.49 0.07 0.20 0.15 2.90 0.22 2.03 1.50 3210

(alternate pulses)
1 36 3.20 0.04 0.15 0.078 3.66 • 0.067 4.16 2.22 2880
1.36 24 2.14 0.04 0.098 0.043 2.44 0.025 5.53 2.42 1285

two-sockets {
0.5 46 2.44 0.07 0.19 0.14 2.70 0.20 2.05 1.51 1605

(mixed pulses)
1 33 1.78 0.04 0.14 0.072 3.40 0.062 4.22 2.24 1470
1.36 23 1.26 0.04 0.095 0.041 2.37 0.024 5.60 2.44 725

Advanced linacs:
Sacl~ (15 sockets) 0.54 250 1.0 1.0 0.28 0.084 0.60 250
M.l.T. (10 sockets) 0.4 114 1.8 0.4 0.14 0.018 0.50 514
Classical machines:
Ors~ (16 sockets) 1 5 0.007 2 0.1 0.026 21 0.02
Frascati Synchrotron 1.1 0.35 5.0 0.5 0.054 0.001 0.11 0.0002 170 2.73 3.52

spectrum = lon~term output energy bin for 50% beam power. !; in MeV/kW, PQ in kW. It' , ~' , ~' computed
adding the magnet power to Pr (both divided by their stability bin for E,); assumptions for the linatron
magnet power: 2n kW for focusing (2% stability), 15 kW for recycle at 0.5 GeV, scaled with d~ (0.01% stab.).

An emittance adjustment is instead both possible
and necessary in the transverse phase space, in order
to fit the transverse acceptance ('" 10-5 rad.m per
plane). A careful design of the injector buncher
and the transport system allows to inject with a cur
rent loss of about a factor 10, carried out before
entering the recycled guide in order to keep low the
radiation background (another advantage for precision
experiments) • As n' > 10, the I.L. load is lLi < lc
and I.L. (which also requires a voltage somewhat low
er than Vp) m~ be excited with only a fraction of
the power devoted to A.G., as there is no limit on
its design efficiency.

Notice that the I.L•. -power would not be spared
by devices allowing injection at gun energy (e.g. b,y
detouring the first orbits to avoid the clearance
condition or operating at N=2) , because the surplus
current l Li- Ii spilling over the transverse accep
tance would add anyhow to l c ' and the presence of a
buncher in the recycle pattern would result in loss
of efficiency.

5. Attainable performance

A first optimization of the several conflicting
parameters led us to choose for the 0.5 GaV LIRF ma
chine AEs = 13.5 MeV, i.e. B = 1.19 T at N=1, A=
= 23.8 cm (the fringi~field correction called for
to ease the spatial focusing2,5) is difficult at
higher fields, while at lower ones dM is too large

and the I.L. emittance deteriorates), and lL= 7.1 m
as allowed by 1M!)J 10 m (higher values would hamper
the spatial focusing). While we plan for n'=36,
the scheme obtains up to any reasonable magnet size,
reaching 1 GaV for n'= 75 (dM = 5.75 m).

With one commercial 4 MW - 3% klystron operated
at Tr = 201's with 10% feed losses; 0.1 MW available
from the service klystron; a 4 m, 40 Mtl/m acceler
ator guide with Tf!Jt 1.6,.,s and heat load ~1.5 W/cm2;
injection at ri = 0.85 utilizing ~0.3 Pr in a guide
with the same Tf ; one ~ accelerate l c= 82 rnA and
get the yields of the 'one-socket scheme' of Tab.1.
The spectra are lon~term ones, computed on the data
of Fig.3 assuming a pessimistic uniform distribution
in the injection bin (12.71 ~ Ei ~ 13.00 MeV, -3° ~
~ <f'i ~ 12°), taking an uncorrelated average on a
uniform ~ bin (±. 1%), and adding the 10-4 stability
bin of the recycle field. If two klystrons are
used, one m~ feed the power-splitting device with
their alternate pulses and double the repetition
frequency, so that with the same design Pbm and ~
increase twofold (but also of course the heat load
in the guide) and the quality figure PQ fourfold.
Were such feeding scheme not convenient, one m~ mix
the two pulses and split the 8 MW output on a dif
ferent design (TfCa!0.6".,s, heat load ~1.9 W/cm2,
injection power,., 0.25 Pr ), which allows to acceler
ate I c= 136 rnA and get the yields of the 'two-socket
mixed pulses scheme'. These results are just an
extrapolation from design parameters considered (not
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(21 )

(20)

yet definitively) for building a 0.5 GeV machine
within given budgetary and technological limits:
better ones may be expected from optimization for
other energies and conditions.

A comparison with the more advanced high-duty,
high-energy linacs shows the jump in beam quality
and efficiency offered by the scheme. With a power
transfer efficienoy of the same order, one or two
orders of. magnitude are gained in the "precision
-transfer efficiency" defined as

c.. beam mean power per unit speotrum width
~ ~ RF mean power per unit stability bin

which gets higher than unity (an indicative cost in
dex), and one order of magnitude in the voltage rel
ative yield ~ , which allows to reach 1 GeV with
just one klystron. In absolute terms, when preci
sion and duty cycle are paramount, a convenient qua,
lity figure for the beam is

(beam mean power) x (duty cyole)
PQ .. (spectrum width)

and here too the gain may reach one order of magni
tude. These advantages are accompanied by a su1>
stantial reduction in installation and operation
costs: the d.c. short-gap magnetic system is much
cheaper than the several highly stabilized RF genel'
ators required by multi.eotion linacs. Of course
the efficiency figures are lower if one acoounts for
the magnet power, but a comparison with the values
of,,', ~', ~' in Tab.1 (which anyhow keep high) is
much less meaningful, as d.c.-magnet power and wave
guide power do not weigh the same. A retrospective
glance at a couple of classical eleotron machines
shows how in some respects the performance jump of
fered by the linatron with regard to the advanced
linacs bears comparison with the one they represent
with regard to the machines of the precedent genera,.
tion.

These results are due to the unique, complete
separation of functions offered by the load-compen
sated linatron scheme: besides the usual accelera
tion functions it indeed 'separates~ also power out
put and voltage output, input stability and output
stability, which last is trusted altogether on the
easier parameter to control - a constant, uniform
magnetic field.

6. Energy limits

A practical limit to the final energy is set by

the magnet size and the reduction in duty cycle (ea1
en up by the dead time Td ;c E~) before the radiation
losses rise up to jeopardize the phase dynamics.
The scheme is certainly better suited to play the
field of nuclear PQsics than the one of the eleme~

tary particles. The extrapolation of our work data
to n'= 100 (1.36 GeV scheme in Tab.1) gives an idea
on how fast the point of diminishing returns may be

reached by increasing the magnet size. Of course
oryogenio magnets would allow operation up to Ii.Es ~
tv100 MeV, but at a certain point (below 3 - 5 GeV)
it becomes oonvenient to give up condition (4) and
reoyole a linac of higher energy with few orbits at
different fields, making up for the inoreased RF
hardware with the reduotion in magnet area and dead
time.

This geometry, where the orbits are defined by
strings of sector magnets with separate fields, al
lows to correot for the radiation loss by decreasing
the field along eaoh orbit so as to keep at the prop
er value the length Cn of the curved portion of the
reference path. The length Sn of the straight sec
tion replaces 21M in (3) and may be changed at will
from orbit to orbit to adjust the layout as long as
No(n) is an integer. Indeed the phase dynamics
is ruled only by the difference between the sucoes
sive values of Cn , so that (2) obtains as Cn .. 21rRn
(with Hn averaged along the orbit if the case). We
found the longitudinal acoeptance indifferent to the
value of No and little affected by n': except in
useless fringes of the buckets an electron is either
lost in the first 2 - 4 turns or accepted for them
all. This suggests that even for few turns N must
be low (~2), which means that the required length
of sector magnets is about the same for all orbits,
i.e. the total magnetic length of the machine is

21:cn ~(n'-1)Cn'_1 ~21T(n'-1) A Es/ecBn '-1 (22)

and the field increases roughly with !!. Of course
all the orbits must converge at the two ends of the
linac in symmetric manifolds with equal field Bo•
If, e.g., these are designed to bend all the orbits
by the same angle e( , then the fields of the sector
magnets are given (save for the radiation loss col'
rection) by the following rule, replacing (4):

..!L + (2"-« )Cn + ri+ 1 _ n + ri) = N"ec (23)
Bo Bn+1 Bn tiEs

As the layout is little affected by the choice of N,
if kept so low, and (23) allows to set N=O, one may
as well enjoy a synchrotron-like acceptance.
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DISCUSSION

F. NETTER: About the factor of quality for the
Linatron, the comparison with the existing linacs
is erroneous. For the Saclay high-duty-cycle linac,
at 500 MeV, the total current is obtained in 0.3%
energy dispersion and 50% of the current remains in
0.1% energy dispersion (i.e. 500 keV)

L. GONELLA: I quoted old figures and I am glad they
have improved. Of course we are referring to long
term pessimistic spectra; when all the correlations
are accounted for, we think the Linatron spectrum
at 500 MeV will improve to 3 x 10-4 • We still have
a good advantage, and at much lower cost.


